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The inuence of polar species on the transport of charge carriers in molecular solids is reviewed.
Guest molecules with permanent dipole moments introduced into molecular crystals can act as
traps localizing carriers provided certain energetic conditions are ful�lled. In this case their polar
character may manifest itself in a �eld-dependent decrease of the trap depth. Moreover, irrespective
of the positions of their energy levels, polar impurities may locally modify the polarization energy
thus creating traps on neighbouring molecules. The e�ect of polar dopants in disordered molecular
solids can be described within the model due to B�assler: the presence of polar species broadens the
density-of-states function thus decreasing the e�ective mobility of charge carriers.

I Introduction

Research on electrical properties of molecular solids has

been carried out for over half a century in many labora-

tories: early studies were carried out predominantly on

polycrystalline or amorphous materials, often of natural

origin (e.g., carnauba wax [1,2]) and aimed at gather-

ing basic information about generation, transport and

storage of charge carriers in these materials (see, e.g.,

[3- 7] for extensive reviews). The research carried out

in the sixties and seventies on systems of controlled pu-

rity and structural perfection helped to answer many

questions related to microscopic models of charge gen-

eration and transport (cf. [8- 10]). The last 10-15 years

have witnessed a revival of the interest in disordered

molecular solids and polymers, stimulated by numerous

current and emerging applications of these materials in,

e.g., electrophotography, nonlinear optics, electrolumi-

nescent devices etc. [11-15].

The role of localization of charge carriers in deter-

mining the electrical properties of molecular materials

has been recognized quite early, resulting in numerous

papers devoted to the determination of parameters of

centres that localize carriers [8,9,16]. The localization

of electrons and/or holes inuences in a direct way the

transport of the carriers, hence a way to determine pa-

rameters of local centres is to employ direct methods

of determination of the carrier mobility and its depen-

dence on such parameters as biasing �eld, temperature

etc. One should invoke the commonly used time-of-

ight (TOF) technique, applicable in its simplest mod-

i�cation to photoconducting solids. The principle of

the technique, �rst employed to organic solids by Ke-

pler [17] and LeBlanc [18], has been described in sev-

eral monographs [4,8-10,22]. Typically, a plane-parallel

photoconducting sample is sandwiched between a semi-

transparent electrode and a collecting one, and is con-

nected to a system capable of recording the temporal

evolution of the current in the time scale of the experi-

ment. The experiment itself consists in illuminating the

sample with a pulse of a strongly absorbed light through

the semitransparent electrode and following the evolu-

tion of the photocurrent transient. Within the small-

signal regime, the mobility is determined from the equa-

tion

� =
L2

V ttr
; (1)

L standing for the sample thickness, V for the biasing

voltage, and ttr for the transit time.

�
Dedicated to Professor Bernhard Gross.
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In the introductory discussion, let us consider the

situation in crystalline solids, in which the charge trans-

port can be described within the band model [8- 10].

The presence of local centres manifests itself in the

TOF experiment in changes of the shape in the time

dependence of the transient currents. For the purpose

of the present discussion, it would be useful to introduce

two characteristic parameters describing the transport

of charge carriers in a sample containg local centres:

time of localization (residence in a local state) �t and

free carrier lifetime �f : If ttr >> (�t; �f ); carriers are

subject to multiple trapping events before traversing

the sample length; the centres ful�lling these conditions

are often referred to as shallow traps. Another limiting

case is that of deep traps: in this case �t >> ttr, and

carriers, once localized, are not released within the time

scale of the experiment. If additionally �f << ttr, the

determination of the transit time becomes impossible.

One of the questions which should be addressed in

this context is the one concerning the nature of local

centres. Based on the electrostatic model due to Lyons

[19, 4], Silinsh [20] and Sworakowski [21] put forward

a model explaining the appearance of traps for charge

carriers (see also the discussion in [9,22,23] ), whose ba-

sic features will be invoked in the following section of

this article.

The situation in disordered molecular solids is more

complicated as their behaviour can seldom be described

(even for a qualitative description) within models de-

veloped for nearly-perfect single crystals. Here, basic

ideas stem from the pioneering work of B�assler and his

collaborators (see [24,25] and references therein) who

put forward a model describing the transport of charge

carriers in disordered molecular solids. Principal re-

sults con�rming the validity of this model have been

reviewed in several books and articles (see, e.g., [12,

24-27]).

The aim of this article is to present a short review

of papers devoted to studies of the inuence of polar

molecules on the transport and localization of charge

carriers in molecular solids - both in single crystals and

in highly disordered systems such as glassy samples and

molecularly doped polymers.

II Centres localizing carriers in

single-crystalline solids

Figure 1. Energy levels in an isolated molecule (a)., in
a nearly-perfect molecular solid (b)., and in a disordered
molecular solid (c).. Indicated are also the positions of en-
ergy levels of guest molecules which may act as chemical
traps.

A discussion of the theories describing the transport

of charge carriers in perfect molecular solids is beyond

the scope of this article, and the reader is referred to a

rich literature existing on the subject (e.g., [8,10] and

references therein). For the purpose of the present dis-

cussion it is su�cient to mention that the theory pre-

dicts that the transport of charge carriers in perfect

molecular solids occurs in narrow bands, the carriers

being strongly coupled to lattice phonons. Experimen-

tally determined room-temperature mobilities are of

the order of 10�1�100 cm2/Vs, and are weak functions

of temperature. A good example of such a behaviour

is the temperature dependence of the drift mobility of

holes and electrons in single crystals of polycyclic hy-

drocarbons. Careful measurements performed on high-

purity single crystals (see the list in [28]) demonstrate

that the mobilities (�0) follow a T�n dependence, with

0 < n � 3 but mostly ranging between 0 and 1.5.

Temperature dependences measured in anthracene by

Probst and Karl [29] are shown in Fig. 2.

Doping of molecular solids with a small amount (of

the order of 10�7�10�4 mole/mole) of suitably chosen

guest molecules may give rise to a dramatic reduction

of the e�ective drift mobilities due to trapping of charge

carriers. In case of shallow traps controlling the trans-

port, the e�ective mobility (�eff ) is reduced by the

factor �f=(�t+ �f ), which leads to the expression for its
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temperature dependence [30]

�eff =
�0

1 + xg exp(Et=kT )
(2)

where xg is the mole fraction of the guest molecule,

and Et stands for the depth of the trap formed by the

dopant (assumed monoenergetic). It follows from the

equation that at low temperatures the mobility should

be temperature-activated with a slope determined by

the trap depth, whereas at su�ciently high tempera-

tures it should attain its \lattice" value equal to that

in a pure crystal. The results shown in Fig. 2 demon-

strate that this is indeed the case.

Figure 2. Temperature dependences of the drift mobilities
of electrons (triangles). and holes (circles). in pure an-
thracene crystals (open symbols). and in tetracene-doped
anthracene (closed symbols, dopant mole fraction amount-
ing to ca.10�7). Data taken from [29].

The depths of chemical traps (i.e. traps formed by

guest molecules introduced into a host lattice) deter-

mined from such experiments can be compared with

respective values estimated from a Haber-Born type

cycle based on the electrostatic model of Lyons [19].

It was pointed out [20-23,31,32] that electrons can be

localized on crystal sites (molecules) exhibiting a lo-

cal electron a�nity (Aloc
c ) greater than the respective

value in a perfect crystal (Ac). Similarly, a molecule in

a crystal can act as a hole trap if its local ionization

energy (Ilocc ) is smaller than that in a perfect crystal

(Ic). The trap depths for electrons and holes (Ee
t and

Eh
t , respectively) are given by simple relations

Ee
t = Ac � Aloc

c

Eh
t = I locc � Ic (3)

(throughout this paper, we shall adopt the convention

according to which the depths of local states are posi-

tive values). The values of Ac and Ic are related to the

respective molecular ones (Ag and Ig , respectively) by

the relations

Ac = Ag � P

Ic = Ig + P (4)

The parameter P (P < 0), referred to as the polar-

ization energy, is the energy of interaction between a

charge localized on a given site and the surrounding po-

larizable medium; in many non-polar crystals its value

ranges between -1.5 and -2.5 eV [19,4,9]. It becomes

evident from Eqs. (3) and (4) that molecules will local-

ize charge carriers if their molecular ionization energy

is smaller and/or their electron a�nity greater than the

respective values of the host molecules (i.e., if they are

chemically di�erent from the host ones),

Ee
t � Aguest

c � Ahost
c

Eh
t � Ihostc � Iguestc (5)

or if the absolute value of the polarization energy is

locally greater than that in a perfect crystal (i.e., if a

carrier encounters a physical defect of the crystal struc-

ture containing regions in which distances between the

host molecules are smaller than in the perfect lattice).

Ee
t � Eh

t � P perfect � P local (6)

These are two limiting cases of purely chemical traps

formed by guest molecules whose presence does not

change the polarization energy, and of purely structural

traps created by host molecules in the vicinity of defects

of the crystal structure. In the former case, the above

model can be easily veri�ed by comparing experimen-

tally determined trap depths with respective di�erences

of ionization energies or electron a�nities; despite its

simplicity, the calculated values were in a surprisingly
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good agreement with experimental results obtained for

doped anthracene crystals (cf. tables in [21-23]).

Of particular interest to the main topic of this article

is the situation when a crystal consisting of non-polar

molecules is doped with polar guest molecules. One

may envisage the following e�ects associated with the

presence of polar dopants in a non-polar lattice:

(i) If the electron a�nities and/or ionization energies

of the host and guest molecules ful�l at least one

relation given by Eq. (5), then the guest molecule

itself may act as a chemical trap. In this case

the detrapping of charge carriers from such traps

may be �eld-enhanced due to a charge-permanent

dipole interaction.

(ii) Independently of the positions of the energy levels

of the guest molecule with respect to those of the

host, its permanent dipole moment locally modi-

�es the polarization energy due to a contribution

to the local �eld acting on a localized carrier, re-

sulting in the appearance of local states in the

vicinity of the dopant.

(iii) If the shape of the dopant molecule is di�erent

from that of the guest, then one should expect an

additional local modi�cation of the polarization

energy due to a (static) distortion of the crystal

lattice. This e�ect is equivalent to the appear-

ance of a structural trap [9,20,31,32] and will not

be discussed here.

III Polarization energy in the

vicinity of a polar dopant

The energy of polarization of the lattice by a charge

localized on a k-th molecule can be expressed as

Pk = �
1

2

X
j 6=k

Fjpj (7)

where pj is the total (permanent + induced) dipole mo-

ment of a j-th molecule, and Fj is the �eld acting on the

molecule, consisting of contributions from the ion, other

permanent and induced dipoles, higher-order multi-

poles etc. Methods of calculation of the polarization

energy were discussed by Silinsh et al. [33,9,10], and

by Bounds and Munn [34,35]. For a semi-quantitative

discussion it is, however, su�cient to adopt a simpler

method �rst employed by Lyons [19,4]: the polariza-

tion energy can be expressed as a sum of interactions

between a localized charge and multipoles (permanent

and induced), and between multipoles of various orders,

and it is su�cient to retain only the lowest terms. Such

an approach was used in model calculations reported in

[36,37], performed on a cubic lattice of non-polar glob-

ular molecules characterized by a scalar polarizability

�, with some sites replaced by polar molecules possess-

ing a permanent dipole moment m. The polarization

energy of the perfect lattice was calculated by taking

into account only interactions between the charge and

induced dipoles (Pid), with numerical values of rele-

vant parameters chosen so as to mimic the situation in

anthracene crystals doped with guest molecules of var-

ious polarities; in particular, the lattice constant was

assumed to be equal to 0.62 nm

P = Pid = �
e2�

2

X
j 6=k

r�4jk (8)

where rjk is the distance between the charge situated

on the k-th molecule, and a neutral polarizable j-th

molecule. This procedure, neglecting the contribution

of higher terms, overestimates the polarization energy

by some 20-30% [4,19]. Within the model, introduction

of polar dopants results in the appearance of additional

terms in the expression for the local value of the polar-

ization energy, describing interactions between the per-

manent dipole(s) and the charge (Pim), and between

the permanent dipole(s) and the induced ones (Pmd)

P loc = Pid + Pim + Pmd (9)

The results obtained in [36,37], shown in Fig. 3, demon-

strate that the presence of an isolated dipole perturbs

the polarization energy within several lattice constants.

Consequently, a set of spatially connected sites is cre-

ated which may act as a "macrotrap", whose pres-

ence in molecular crystals has been postulated by Kali-

nowski and Godlewski [38-40]. The spatial extension

of the perturbation (i.e., the zero-�eld e�ective trap-

ping cross-section) strongly depends on the dipole mo-

ment of the guest molecule, as does the trap depth (i.e.,

the largest di�erence between the local and the aver-

age polarization energies associated with the dipole).

The latter parameter obtained from the calculations de-

scribed in [36,37] was found to be in reasonable agree-

ment with the results obtained for doped anthracene
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crystals from low-temperature thermally stimulated lu-

minescence (TSL) experiments [41]. It should be noted

that the presence of dipolar impurities necessarily dis-

turbs the electrostatic interactions between charges and

the crystal lattice and is likely to result in the creation

of local states even though the guest molecules them-

selves do not act as traps.

Figure 3. (a). Local values of the polarization energy in
a model crystal due to the presence of an isolated dipole
[36,37]. The diagram represents a cross-section through a
three- dimensional perturbation. The heights of the vertical
bars are proportional to di�erences between the local val-
ues of the polarization energy and the value calculated for
a perfect crystal . The dipole is directed along one of the
principal crystal axes, its permanent moment amounting to
4 D. (b). Depths of traps (upper curve). and number of
molecules perturbed by the presence of an isolated dipole,
i.e. a parameter related to the cross-section for trapping
(lower curve).. The diamonds and full lines are the results
of the calculations [36,37], crosses are experimental results
obtained on doped anthracene crystals [41].

IV Transport of Charge Carri-

ers in Disordered Molecular

Solids

Experiments performed on intentionally doped molec-

ular crystals have been rather scarce and limited to a

few model systems, usually with anthracene serving as

the host. This is due to di�culties with growing doped

single crystals of a good and controlled quality on one

hand, and to their limited use on the other. At the

same time, a widespread use of disordered molecular

solids (predominantly polymers) in electrophotography

[12], as well as their emerging applications in non-linear

optics [11,13] and electroluminescence [14] has stimu-

lated continued interest in the electrical properties of

this class of materials.

Most of the experimental results reviewed in this

section have been obtained on so-called \molecu-

larly doped polymers" (MDP) and on glassy charge-

transporting materials. MDP are amorphous solid so-

lutions of molecules of electron- or hole-transporting

materials (electron acceptors or electron donors, respec-

tively) dissolved in a polymer hosts acting as a binder.

Typically, the concentrations of charge-transporting

materials in the \molecularly doped polymers" range

between a few % and several tens of % (often signi�-

cantly exceeding 50%), one should therefore realize that

in this case the notion of "doping" di�ers from that em-

ployed in conventional solid state physics.

Early results, reviewed in [42,43], indicated that the

mobilities in disordered molecular solids are �eld- and

temperature-dependent, the dependences being well de-

scribed by the empirical equation

� = �0 exp

�
�
Ea;0 � �F 1=2

kTeff

�
(10)

where �o and � are constants, Ea;0 is the zero-�eld ac-

tivation energy, and Teff is an \e�ective temperature":

1=Teff = 1=T � 1=T0, To being a constant. This equa-

tion has been used also in recent years by several inves-

tigators [44-57]. Values of the constants, obtained by

�tting experimental results with Eq. (10), were found

to depend on the nature of the charge-transporting ma-

terial (e.g., [56,57], see infra) but also on the polarity

of the polymer [51-55]. These features: �eld depen-

dence of the mobility, and non-Arrhenius temperature

dependence have been observed for several disordered
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molecular solids di�ering in physical order, chemical

structure and the nature of conducting moieties.

In recent years, most of the rich experimental ma-

terial have been interpreted within the model due to

B�assler (see [24,25] and references therein, [58-60]). The

model assumes that, due to disorder, energies of inter-

action of an excitation with the surrounding medium

may be locally modi�ed in a molecular solid. In case of

charge carrier transport, this translates into local (ran-

dom) modi�cations of the polarization energy. As a

result, narrow energy bands in which the transport of

charge carriers occurs in molecular single crystals split

into a manifold of local states, the transport between

them occurring via hopping. Additionally, the spread

of intersite distances (rij) must inevitably inuence the

respective transfer rates. B�assler [24] assumed that the

jump rate between i-th an j-th sites can be described by

an expression, originally proposed by Miller and Abra-

hams [61],

�ij = �0f(�Eijr)g(rij); (11)

where,

f(�Eij) =

(
exp

�
�Ej�Ei

kT

�
for Ej > Ei

1 for Ej � Ei

(12)

and

g(rij) = exp(�2 � rij): (13)

The functions f(�Eijr) and g(rij) describe a Boltz-

mann probability of thermally assisted jumps between

sites of di�erent energies, and an overlap of the elec-

tronic wave functions of the initial and �nal states, re-

spectively. In the above equations, �0 and  are con-

stants representing a frequency factor and the wave

function decay constant, respectively. Apart from as-

suming explicitly the validity of the Miller- Abrahams

equation, the B�assler's model also assumes that (i) dis-

tributions of intersite distances and site energies are

Gaussian ones (cf. Fig. 1c); (ii) the process is inco-

herent; (iii) polaronic e�ects are insigni�cant although

there exists a su�cient coupling to the lattice vibra-

tions. The latter assumption is equivalent to neglecting

the inuence of dynamic disorder (polaronic e�ects) on

the transport of charge carriers. The condition (i) de-

�nes the shape of the density-of-states (DOS) function

N (E) =
Ntot

(2��2)1=2
exp

�
�
(E � Em)2

2�2

�
; (14)

Ntot standing for the total density of states, Em for the

energy of the distribution maximum, and the dispersion

� being a measure of the disorder; typically, � � 0:1 eV.

The distribution of site energies is often referred to as

due to diagonal disorder, whereas the distribution of in-

tersite distances is due to an o�-diagonal disorder. One

can show that the parameters characterizing the diago-

nal and o�-diagonal disorder are not independent. For

example, assuming that the material under study con-

sists of non-polar molecules and employing Eq. (8), one

may relate the latter parameter to the polarization en-

ergy and the distribution of molecular positions [20,24];

qualitative estimation yields

� = 4P

�
�r

r

�
; (15)

where < �r=r > is the average relative uctuation of

the intersite distances.

Analytically, the B�assler's model is tractable only

under special conditions [62,63] and solutions are not

given in a closed analytical form. Thus most results

have been obtained from computer simulations employ-

ing the Monte Carlo technique. The calculations were

performed on a primitive cubic lattice built of non-polar

isotropic molecules, with the lattice constant equal to

0.6 nm. The main results are [24,25,58-60,64,65]:

(i) the diagonal and o�-diagonal disorder contribute

independently to the mobility,

(ii) at su�ciently high temperatures, time-of-ight

signals should be non- dispersive, changing to dis-

persive at a transition temperature whose parame-

ters are determined by the disorder and the sample

thickness.

(iii) biasing �elds, modifying the transfer probability

may inuence the mobility.

The following heuristic equation, based on the re-

sults of the simulations and valid in the non-dispersive

transport region, has been put forward

� = �0 exp

"
�

�
2�

3kT

�2
#
	(T; ��); (16)

where
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c

	(T; ��) =

8<
:

1 forF < Ftr
expfC[(�=kT )2� �2]F 1=2g forF > Ftr; � � 1:5
expfC[(�=kT )2 � 2:25]F 1=2g forF > Ftr; � < 1:5

(17)

d

In the above equations, Ftr is a transition voltage be-

tween the low-�eld and high- �eld regimes (typically,

Ftr is of the order of 105 V/cm), C is a temperature-

and �eld-independent constant being a function of the

intersite distance and assuming the value of 2:9� 10�4

(cm/V)1=2 for the distance equal to 0.6 nm, and � is a

temperature-independent parameter related to the dis-

persion of the function g(rij) describing the o�-diagonal

disorder (Eq. 13). A similar equation, valid for the dis-

persive transport, has also been derived, di�ering es-

sentially in the �-dependence of the mobility [64,65].

The above equations predict that (i) at high �elds,

the mobility should be �eld-dependent, following a

Poole-Frenkel-type dependence, independently of the

polarity of the molecules in the material; (ii) tem-

perature dependences of the mobility should be non-

Arrhenius; (iii) the zero-�eld mobilities are dependent

on the diagonal disorder only, following a ln�0 / T�2

dependence. Thus, analyzing the �eld and tempera-

ture dependences of the drift mobility of holes in a dis-

ordered photoconducting material, one should be able

to extract information concerning both diagonal and

o�-diagonal disorder. It is necessary to point out that

the model predicts the high-�eld mobilities to obey a

Poole-Frenkel type dependence without directly assum-

ing any Coulombic interaction between the local centres

and the carriers.

The model presented above provides a basis for in-

terpreting the ample experimental material published

so far. Experiments performed by several groups [66-

115] are at worst in qualitative agreement with the

model, in most cases following quantitatively its pre-

dictions. The experimental material gathered during

recent years was obtained on MDP using in most cases

polystyrene (PS) and bisphenol-A-polycarbonate (PC)

as binders (other polymers have been used less fre-

quently), and several groups of donors [66-84,103-107,

109-115] and acceptors [85-89,108] as charge transport

materials. Similar experiments have also performed on

glassy �lms of the charge-transporting materials [84,90-

102]; bearing in mind the concentrations of the charge-

transporting materials in the MDP samples, it comes as

no surprise that results obtained on the latter systems

would not be qualitatively di�erent from those obtained

using molecular glasses.

Results obtained on 1,1-bis((di-4-tolylamino)phenyl)

cyclohexane (TAPC - see insert to Fig. 4) by Borsen-

berger, B�assler and Pautmeier [67,68], shown in Fig.

4, are a good example of the agreement between the

predictions of the model and the experiment: mea-

sured mobilities indeed follow the ln� / F 1=2 and

ln�0 / T�2 dependences. It should be noted that the

experimentally determined values of the parameters of

the model: pre-exponential mobility �0, and the dis-

order parameters � and � were found to depend on

the nature of the polymer used as binder: for TAPC

dissolved in polar PC the mobilities were orders of

magnitude inferior to those obtained on glassy TAPC,

and TAPC in a weakly polar PS. This feature points to

a role of the polarity of the components in both MDP

and molecular glasses in controlling the transport of

carriers.

V E�ect of Polar Species on the

Transport of Carriers in Dis-

ordered Molecular Materials

The role of the polarity of dopants in molecular materi-

als has been discussed in several papers. Early research

carried out on single crystalline materials has been men-

tioned in Sections II and III of this paper. Results ob-

tained on MDP (for example, those shown in Fig. 4b)

also indicate that the presence of dipoles manifests itself

in modifying the carrier mobilities. Systematic studies

carried out by Borsenberger et al. [67,69-89], Young
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Figure 4. Field and temperature dependences of drift mo-
bilities of holes in TAPC-containing polymers. (a). Field
dependence of the mobility in bisphenol-A-polycarbonate:
TAPC (wTAPC = 0:75) at various temperatures [66].
(b). Temperature dependence of the zero-�eld mobility
in bisphenol-A- polycarbonate: TAPC (wTAPC = 0:75),
polystyrene: TAPC (wTAPC = 0:75), and glassy TAPC [67].

and Fitzgerald [103,104,108] Kanemitsu et

al. [53,57,109-111], and Nishizawa et al.

[54,113,114] demonstrate that the polarities of both,

charge transporting materials [56,57,72,75,76,78,80-

82,85,109,111,113] and the polymer binders [52-

54,67,69,71,74,76,85,86,110] modify the mobilities. The

e�ect has been explained by introducing a dipolar con-

tribution in the DOS function: Dieckmann et al. [116]

assumed that the width of the DOS is a superposition

of a van der Waals component (�vdW ) and a dipolar

one (�dip); taking both of them being independent, and

neglecting any possible displacements of the maxima of

the two Gaussian distributions, one may write

�2 = �2vdW + �2dip (18)

with the dipolar component related to the permanent

dipole moment of the species (m) and its concentration

(expressed here as the mole fraction x)

�dip =
�xbm

�a2
0

(19)

where � and b are constants, � is the relative electric

permittivity of the medium, and a0 is the inter-site

distance. According to Dieckmann et al. [116], for

diluted systems � = 3:06; b = 2=3, approaching 1/2

at higher concentrations. Young [117] gives � = 7:04;

b = 1=2, whereas according to Hirao and Nishizawa

[114] � = 8:35; b = 2=3. These equations are im-

plicitly valid in a system consisting of a polar charge-

transporting molecules dissolved in a neutral non-polar

medium; the situation is less clear when the polarities

of both components are similar. This is, e.g., the case

of the system TAPC: polymer: the dipole moment of

TAPC amounts to ca. 1 D, whereas the group mo-

ments of PC and PS amount to ca. 1D and 0.5 D,

respectively. The results shown in Fig. 5, based on

those given in [70], clearly exhibit a concentration de-

pendence but the system behaves as if the widths of

DOS (calculated from the �eld dependences of the mo-

bility - cf. Eqs. (16) and (17)) were inuenced by the

dipole moments of the polymer functional groups.
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Figure 5. Concentration dependence of the width of the
DOS function in TAPC-containing polymers. Data taken
from [70]. The open square represents the value obtained
for pure TAPC. The lines serve only to guide the eye.

Valerian et al [112] put forward a model attempt-

ing to rationalize experimental results obtained on

poly(methylphenylsililene) (photoconducting by itself)

doped at low concentrations (x � 0:072) with highly po-

lar 1-(benzamido)-4-nitronaphthalene (m � 6D). The

model qualitatively reproduces the concentration de-

pendence of the width of DOS calculated from the ex-

periment. It also comes from the model that the e�ect

of polar additives should depend on their shapes: with

input parameters mimicking those of the dopant, the

reduction of the mobility should be more e�cient for

spherical molecules than for elongated ones.

The results obtained for one-component amorphous

samples of charge- transporting materials are similar.

The available experimental material, obtained by Bors-

enberger et al. [90-102] con�rms qualitatively the appli-

cability of the model. According to Eqs. (18) and (19),

one should expect a linear dependence of �2 on m2.

The dependence is reasonably ful�lled for several hole-

transporting materials (donors), as is demonstrated in

Fig. 6, the agreement between the model and the ex-

perimental results being much worse in the case of ac-

ceptors. Borsenberger et al. [98,99,101] explain the dis-

crepancy assuming that the width of the dipolar con-

tribution should be associated with the group dipole

moments rather than with the dipole moment of the

molecule taken as a whole. This is essentially equiva-

lent to admitting that the point dipole approximation

breaks down in case of su�ciently large molecules, as

was postulated by Kanemitsu and Sugimoto [111]. An-

other source of possible discrepances are the di�erences

in molecular packing resulting in di�erences of the van

der Waals component (and also inuencing the e�ective

dipole moments of the molecules in glasses).

Figure 6. Inuence of the dipole moment of the dopant on
the width of the DOS function. Circles: hole-transporting
materials (donors)., crosses: electron-transporting materi-
als (acceptors). The �gure, similar to that shown in [94],
contains experimental results collected from [84,90-102].

The role of dipolar disorder was also investigated

by adding small amounts of (otherwise neutral) polar

molecules to MPDs [105-107,115,118]. The results indi-

cate that, at least to a �rst approximation, introducing

polar additives results in an enhancement of the dipolar

disorder and, consequently, to a decrease of the carrier

mobilities. One should, however, point out that addi-

tion of even small amounts of a third component (in

addition to the polymer and charge-transporting mate-

rial may result in creation of traps in the same way as

in ordered molecular crystals (see Section II of this pa-
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per). Due to disorder, the trap depths will also be dis-

tributed around a centroid, as is shown schematically in

Fig.1c. The e�ect of chemical traps on charge transport

in molecularly doped polymer was examined by Wolf et

al. [83]. The results of computer simulations show that

for su�ciently shallow traps their e�ect may be incor-

porated into an e�ective (broader) density of states: in

other words, the trap free and shallow trap-controlled

temperature dependences of mobilities should be indis-

tinguishable, contrary to the situation in ordered solids.

These conclusions are in agreement with experimental

results obtained on tri-p-tolylamine:polystyrene system

containing small amounts of tri-p- anisylamine which

should act as a chemical hole trap (Et � 0:24 eV). It

is therefore not unconceivable that at least some re-

sults reported in the literature contain a contribution

of e�ects due to the presence of traps (introduced in-

tentionally or - more often - unintentionally).

While highly successful in explaining most basic fea-

tures of charge transport in disordered molecular solids,

the B�assler's disorder model [24,25,58-60] fails in some

cases to provide a quantitative explanation of di�erences

(often quite small) between computer simulations and

experimental results obtained on various systems. A

detailed discussion of these di�erences is beyond the

scope of this article, one should, however, point to at

least two possible sources of discrepancies.

First, the B�assler's model assumes that both, diag-

onal and o�-diagonal disorder are described by speci�c

(Gaussian) functions, the inter-site transfer rates being

given by the Miller-Abrahams function [61]; these equa-

tions, qualitatively correct, may not necessarily provide

a good quantitative description of real cases [107,25].

Also, work of Gartstein and Conwell [119-121] points

out to a sensitivity of the carrier transport to the model

of o�-diagonal (positional) disorder.

Secondly, the disorder model in its orthodox form

neglects any inuence of a dynamic disorder on the �eld

and temperature dependences of the mobility. This as-

sumption may hold in the case of rigid polymer net-

works doped with relatively small and rigid molecules,

one may, however, intuitively suppose that for large and

exible dopants and/or for polymer binder around and

above their glass transition temperatures the inuence

of vibrations (polaronic contribution) must not be ne-

glected a priori.

The inuence of polarons on the transport in disor-

dered solids has been considered in several papers (see

the literature cited in [26]). At present, both theoreti-

cal work [122,123] and experimental results (e.g., [124-

127]) seem to indicate that the polaronic contribution

should be taken into account as a signi�cant but sec-

ondary factor to explain details of the charge transport

in disordered molecular solids.

VI Dipolar Traps

It has already been mentioned in Section II of this paper

that polar character of a chemical trap should manifest

itself in a dipolar analogue of the Poole-Frenkel e�ect

[16]. Such an e�ect has been predicted several years

ago [128,129]: the authors suggested that electrostatic

interactions of a charge carrier released from a chemical

trap with the permanent dipole moment of the molecule

constituting the trap should result in a �eld-assisted

lowering of the trap depth (cf. Fig. 7). Contrary to the

"conventional" Poole-Frenkel e�ect, however, the e�ect

should be directional, reaching its maximum value in

the case when the biasing �eld is parallel to the orien-

tation of the dipole. Moreover, the �eld dependence of

the trap depth, reecting itself in the �eld dependence

of the carrier mobility, should be of the ln� / F 2=3

type. Such an e�ect has not been observed in experi-

ments: no experimental results have been published to

date reporting on the �eld dependence of the depth of

chemical traps in single crystalline molecular materials

intentionally doped with polar molecules, whereas al-

most all available experimental results obtained on dis-

ordered solids (molecularly doped polymers and glassy

�lms) [43- 117] show that the mobility is either �eld-

independent or, at high �elds, follows a ln� / F 1=2

dependence. The latter dependence, taken in early pa-

pers for a signature of charged species acting as traps,

is apparently an inherent property of the transport of

charge carriers in disordered molecular materials, even

those formed by non-polar molecular species [25].

The inuence of dipolar traps on the transport of

charge carriers in disordered materials was considered

by Novikov and Vannikov [130-137]. Their analytical

treatment of the problem [130,131], based on the as-

sumption that the dipoles are allowed to orient in the

direction of the biasing �eld, the orientation being �eld
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dependent, led the authors to the following conclusions:

at low �elds the lowering of the trap depth is propor-

tional to F 2=3, changing into F 1=3 at high �elds. Thus

there exists a su�ciently broad transition range where

the �eld dependence becomes undistinguishable from

the experimentally observed F 1=2 dependence. This

model implicitly assumes that there exist in abundance

species in samples acting as chemical traps, which ad-

ditionally possess a signi�cant freedom of orientation.

In view of a general validity of the F 1=2 dependence in

disordered solids, it seems that the e�ects taken into

account by the dipolar trap model cannot be consid-

ered generally responsible for the �eld and tempera-

ture dependences of charge carrier mobilities in these

materials. It is, however, worth mentioning that more

recent Monte Carlo simulations of the carrier transport

in disordered dipolar lattices carried out by the same

authors [132,133] predict a temperature dependence of

the mobility slightly di�ering from the T�2 one found

by B�assler [24,25, 58-60]: Novikov and Vannikov ob-

tain a (T�2 � T�2o ) dependence (T0 being a constant).

Interestingly, such a dependence was found in the ex-

periments reported by Mack et al [49].

Figure 7. Field-induced modi�cation of the depth of a chem-
ical trap formed by a polar molecule. The �eld is parallel
to the direction of the dipole.

VII Final remarks

The purpose of the article was to review recent

work carried out on ordered and disordered molecular

solids containing polar species. The presence of polar

molecules in single crystalline materials should result

in the appearance of traps localizing charge carriers on

and/or in the vicinity of the dopant. The latter e�ect

should be observed even if the dopant molecule itself

does not act as a chemical trap.

The most convenient framework to describe the

transport of charge carriers in disordered materials is

the disorder model due to B�assler. The presence of po-

lar species in disordered molecular solids - molecularly

doped polymers and glassy samples - reects itself pri-

marily in increasing both the diagonal and o�-diagonal

disorder. Traps due to polar species are likely to be

present in these materials but their e�ect on the trans-

port cannot, in principle, be separated from the domi-

nating e�ect of static disorder reected in the broaden-

ing of the DOS function.
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